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RaphaelJS: Graphics and Visualization on the WebO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Create beautiful, interactive images on the Web with RaphaëlJS, the JavaScript library that lets you draw Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) right in the browser. With this concise guide, you’ll quickly learn how to paint the screen with shapes and colors that you can turn into lively, animated graphics and visualizations.
...
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Oracle Database Transactions and Locking RevealedApress, 2014

	Oracle Database Transactions and Locking Revealed provides much-needed information for building scalable, high-concurrency applications and deploy them against the Oracle Database. Read this short, 150-page book that is adapted from Expert Oracle Database Architecture to gain a solid and accurate understanding of how locking...
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Electromagnetic Simulation Using the FDTD MethodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A straightforward, easy-to-read introduction to the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method


	Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) is one of the primary computational electrodynamics modeling techniques available. Since it is a time-domain method, FDTD solutions can cover a wide frequency range with a single simulation run...
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Programming in Lua, Second EditionLua.org, 2006

	Lua is the language of choice for anyone who needs a scripting language that is simple, efficient, extensible, portable, and free. Currently, Lua is being used in areas ranging from embedded systems to Web development and is widely spread in the game industry, where knowledge of Lua is an indisputable asset. "Programming in Lua" is...
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Programming Ruby 1.9 & 2.0: The Pragmatic Programmers' Guide (The Facets of Ruby)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		Ruby is the fastest growing and most exciting dynamic language out there. If you need to get working programs delivered fast, you should add Ruby to your toolbox.

		

		This book is the only complete reference for both Ruby 1.9 and Ruby 2.0, the very latest version of Ruby.

		

		2013 marks the 20th...
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A First Look at SQL Server 2005 for DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2004
Sql server 2005 contains features that constitute the biggest
change since the internal server rewrite of SQL Server 7. This is true
from both programmability and data model viewpoints. This chapter
describes SQL Server 2005 in terms of .NET programmability, SQL:1999
compliance, user-defined types (UDTs), and XML integration to...
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Cryptography in C and C++, Second EditionApress, 2005
This book covers all that is needed to write professional-level cryptographic code. An expanded and improved version of the very well received first edition, it includes approximately 100 pages of new material as well as numerous improvements in the original text.

Text focusing on the practical aspects of cryptography in C and C++,...
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VB.NET: Your Visual Blueprint for Building Versatile Programs on the .NET Framework (With CD-ROM)Visual, 2002
Each step in this great guide is displayed with callouts so you can see exactly where the action takes place on the screen. VB.NET functions are thoroughly covered, including designing forms and controls, using multimedia and databases, integrating VB.NET with ASP.NET, and creating server-side Web applications. This book also includes a special...
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Articulation and Intelligibility (Synthesis Lectures on Speech and Audio Processing)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
This lecture is a review of what is known about modeling human speech recognition (HSR). A model is proposed, and data are tested against the model.
There seem to be a large number of theories, or points of view, on how human speech recognition functions, yet few of these theories are comprehensive. What is needed is a set of models that are...
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Harnessing HibernateO'Reilly, 2008
Harnessing Hibernate is an ideal introduction to the popular framework that lets Java developers work with information from a relational database easily and efficiently. Databases are a very different world than Java objects, and they often involve people with different skills and specializations. With Hibernate, bridging these two worlds is...
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Aptana Radrails: An Ide for Rails DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2008
Coming from a background of developing in languages such as Java, one of the things that surprised me the most about the Ruby and Rails community, was the common practice of not using an Integrated Development Environment. Most of the members of the community, including the most relevant, were comfortable with just a programmer's editor.
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Pro (IBM) WebSphere Application Server 7 InternalsApress, 2009
Pro (IBM) WebSphere Application Server 7 Internals covers the internal architecture and implementation of the WebSphere Application Server (WAS) version 7 product set and how other IBM products extend it. It presents information to enable administrators, developers, and architects to learn about the aspects of WAS that apply to them:
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